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FUNDAMENTAL MOLECULAR PROCESSES IN MELANOCYTE :

9h00-9h40 C. GODING Melanocyte proliferation

9h40-10h20 E. STEINGRIMSSON The Mitf transcription factor in melanocyte
development

Pause

10h40-11h20 K.C. CHENG The role of SLC24A5 in skin color 

11h20-12h00 D. BENNETT Melanocyte senescence and melanoma

12h00         Annonce des bourses
12h10            Cocktail et pause déjeuner

MELANOCYTE ASSOCIATED PATHOLOGIES :

14h00-14h30 J.L. REES The genetics of skin and hair pigmentation
in man

14h30-15h K. SMALLEY Is knowledge about the genetic and
epigenetic alterations in melanoma a basis 
for targeted therapy?

15h-15h30 A. SARASIN Gene expression profiling of primary 
cutaneous melanoma and clinical outcome:
role of DNA repair genes in metastasis 
development

Pause

16h00-16h30 G. de SAINT BASILE Molecular causes leading to defective 
melanosome transport in Griscelli syndrome

16h30-17h00 R.A. SPRITZ The genetics of generalized Vitiligo
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MELANOCYTE PROLIFERATION

Colin R. Goding, PhD
Signaling and Development Laboratory
Marie Curie Research Institute
The Chart, Oxted
Surrey RH8 OTL, UK

Melanocytes  originate  in  the  neural  crest  from  pluripotent  precursor  cells  and  migrate  as 
unpigmented melanoblasts to their final destinations in the epidermis and hair follicles. The ability 
of melanoblasts to undertake this long migration is thought to be related to the high propensity of 
melanoma  cells  to  metastasise.  However  what  controls  melanoblast  migration  and  melanoma 
metastasis  is  poorly  understood.  Our  recent  work  indicates  that  the  Microphthalmia-associated 
transcription factor (Mitf) that plays a key role in the origin and survival of melanoblasts as well as 
in melanocyte proliferation and differentiation also regulates the invasive ability of melanoma cells 
via  the  regulation  of  factors  downstream of  Rho  that  control  actin  polymerisation.  The  same 
pathway  also  allows  Mitf  to  control  cell  cycle  entry  and  may  be  important  for  melanoblast 
migration  as  well  as  in  the  differentiation  functions  of  melanocytes  including  melanosome 
transport.  The  results  emphasise  the  critical  importance  of  Mitf  as  a  major  coordinator  of 
melanocyte/melanoma behaviour.

Carreira S, Goodall J, Aksan I, La Rocca S A, Galibert M D, Denat L, Larue L, Goding C R. 
Mitf cooperates with Rb1 and activates p21Cip1 expression to regulate cell cycle progression. 
Nature 2005: 433: 764-769.

In this study an inducible version of Mitf, in which Mitf is expressed as a fusion to the tamoxifen-
responsive estrogen-receptor ligand binding domain, is used to demonstrate that Mitf can play a 
major anti-proliferative role. The effects of Mitf in inducing a G1 cell cycle arrest were attributed to 
its ability to bind and up-regulate the promoter of the gene encoding the p21Cip1 cyclin-dependent 
kinase inhibitor. In addition Mitf was shown to interact and cooperate with Rb1 in activation of the 
Tyrosinase promoter.  These results,  together with those of Loercher et al.  and Wellbrock et  al. 
provide a strong argument for an anti-proliferative role for Mitf.

Garraway L A, Widlund H R, Rubin M A, Getz G, Berger A J, Ramaswamy S, Beroukhim R, 
Milner D A, Granter S R, Du J, et al. Integrative genomic analyses identify MITF as a lineage 
survival oncogene amplified in malignant melanoma. Nature 2005: 436: 117-122.

In contrast to the results from other groups showing Mitf acts as an anti-proliferative factor, here 
this study provides compelling evidence that Mitf can also play a pro-prolifertive role. The paper 
demonstrates that the Mitf gene can be amplified over 100-fold (though protein levels increase only 
around  twofold)  and  importantly  demonstrates  that  in  engineered  melanocytes  ectopic  Mitf 
expression together with activated BRAF resulted in transformation. Thus, MITF is identified as 
‘oncogene’ able to facilitate proliferation in cells expressing activated BRAF.

Hodgkinson C A, Moore K J, Nakayama A, Steingrimsson E, Copeland N G, Jenkins N A, 
Arnheiter H. Mutations at the mouse  microphthalmia locus are associated with defects in a 
gene encoding a novel basic-helix-loop-helix-zipper protein. Cell 1993: 74: 395-404.

Previous work had identified a conserved CATGTG element termed the M-box in the promoters of 
genes  implicated  in  melanogenesis.  These  data  implied  the  existence  of  a  melanocyte-specific 
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basic-Helix-loop-Helix leucine zipper factor able to recognise this motif. In this paper, a chance 
transgene insertion led to a white mouse with small, malformed eyes, a phenotype consistent with 
inactivation  of  a  gene  important  for  melanocyte  survival  and  the  differentiation  of  the  retinal 
pigment  epithelium  (RPE).  The  disrupted  gene  was  termed  the  microphthalmia-associated 
transcription factor (MITF) and encodes a bHLH-LZ important for both melanoblast and post-natal 
melanocyte survival, melanocyte and RPE differentiation, and regulation of proliferation.

Ishizaki T, Morishima Y, Okamoto M, Furuyashiki T, Kato T, Narumiya S. Coordination of 
microtubules and the actin cytoskeleton by the Rho effector mDia1. Nat Cell Biol 2001: 3: 8-
14.

The results presented in this paper suggest that Dia1, a member of the formin homology domain 
family and a downstream effector of Rho, acts to coordinate the actin cytoskeleton with that of 
microtubules.  Although not  covered  in  this  paper,  actin-microtubule  co-ordination is  especially 
important for transport of melanosomes to the cell periphery.

Loercher A E, Tank E M, Delston R B, Harbour J W. MITF links differentiation with cell 
cycle arrest in melanocytes by transcriptional activation of INK4A. J Cell Biol 2005: 168: 35-
40. 

Here  a  negative  role  for  Mitf  in  regulating  proliferation  is  further  substantiated  by  the 
demonstration  that  Mitf  regulates  the  expression  of  the  p16  INK4a  cyclin-dependent  kinase 
inhibitor in melanocytes. Although this mechanism is unlikely to operate in melanoma cells where 
p16INK4a is frequently inactivated by mutation, the results may be important for regulation of cell 
cycle exit during melanocyte differentiation in vivo.

Miralles F, Posern G, Zaromytidou A I, Treisman R. Actin dynamics control SRF activity by 
regulation of its coactivator MAL. Cell 2003: 113: 329-342.

This paper revels how signalling by Rho GTPase leads to activation of the nuclear transcription 
factor SRF (Serum response factor, that activates a range of immediate early genes such as Fos). 
Mal is a cytoplasmic protein found associated with unpolymerisaed actin in serum starved cells. On 
addition of serum, actin polymerisation mediated by signals arising from Rho leads to release of 
MAL that then translocates to the nucleus where it interacts with SRF and functions as an SRF 
transcriptional co-activator.  The paper highlights  the ability  of the actin cytoskelton to regulate 
transcription  of  a  specific  set  of  target  genes.  This  is  likely  to  be  particularly  important  in 
understanding dendrite formation and retraction in melanocytes.

Nishimura E K, Jordan S A, Oshima H, Yoshida H, Osawa M, Moriyama M, Jackson I J, 
Barrandon Y, Miyachi Y, Nishikawa S. Dominant role of the niche in melanocyte stem-cell 
fate determination. Nature 2002: 416: 854-860.

Melanocytes exits in the epidermis of the skin and in the hair follicles. Yet each time a hair is lost or 
the skin damaged new melanocytes must be made to repopulate these areas. This paper revels that 
melanocyte stem cells are to be found in the bulge region of the hair follicle and that they are 
reactivated each hair cycle to both self renew and generate a transit amplifying population that then 
differentiates into mature pigment producing cells.

Nishimura  E  K,  Granter  S  R,  Fisher  D  E.  Mechanisms  of  hair  graying:  incomplete 
melanocyte stem cell maintenance in the niche. Science 2005: 307: 720-724.
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This paper demonstrates the loss of melanocyte stem cells in the hair follicle niche in bcl2 null and 
Mitfvit mice. For the Mitfvit allele the key finding is that differentiated melanocytes are found in the 
hair shaft whereas they would normally only be present in the hair matrix at the base of the hair 
follicle. Understanding the molecular mechanisms underlying survival of melanocyte stem cells will 
provide key insights into hair graying and most likely in melanoma proliferation also.

Sahai  E,  and  Marshall  C  J. Differing  modes  of  tumour  cell  invasion  have  distinct 
requirements for Rho/ROCK signalling and extracellular proteolysis.  Nat Cell Biol 2003: 5: 
711-719.

Rho GTPAses regulate both the actin cytoskeleton as well as cell motility. This paper identified two 
modes of melanoma cell motility that differentially used Rho signalling. Importantly one mode, 
characterised by a rounded morphology and blebbing phenotype, operates through ROCK, a key 
Rho effector kinase.  Inhibition of ROCK prevented melanoma cell  invasiveness and places the 
ROCK signalling pathway firmly in the frame as a key regulator of melanoma metastasis.

Steingrimsson  E,  Copeland  N  G,  Jenkins  N  A.  Melanocytes  and  the  Microphthalmia 
Transcription Factor Network. Annu Rev Genet 2004: 38: 365-411.

This is a comprehensive review of Mitf including the genetics, regulation of the promoter, isoforms, 
and post-translational modifications. Although the review does not propose any novel concepts and 
was published just  before several  papers appeared detailing the role  of  Mitf  in proliferation,  it 
nevertheless provides and excellent coverage of the background to this important protein.

Wellbrock C,  and Marais R. Elevated expression of  MITF counteracts  B-RAF-stimulated 
melanocyte and melanoma cell proliferation. J Cell Biol 2005: 170: 703-708.

Previous work from this group demonstrated that transformation of melanocytes led to a strong 
repression of MITF protein and mRNA levels. Here the authors go on to show that elevated MITF 
expression in  melanoma cells  expressing  activated BRAF leads  to  decreased proliferation.  The 
results suggest that one of the major role of oncogenic transformation by BRAF in melanoma is to 
down-regulate MITF expression and is consistent with Mitf playing an anti-proliferative role.
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THE MITF TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR IN MELANOCYTE 
DEVELOPMENT

Eirikur Steingrimsson, PhD
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Faculty of Medicine
University of Iceland
Vatnsmyrarvegur 16
101 Reykjavik, Iceland

Mouse coat color mutations have a long history in biomedical research.  The viable and visible 
phenotypes of most coat color mutations have made the pigment cell,  the melanocyte,  an ideal 
system for genetic, molecular and cellular  analysis. Mutations in the  microphthalmia associated 
transcription  factor  (Mitf)  gene  affect  the  development  of  neural  crest  derived  melanocytes  in 
addition to the retinal pigment epithelium of the eye, mast cells and osteoclasts. The Mitf protein is 
important  for  melanocyte  differentiation,  survival  and  proliferation;  it  is  also  important  for 
maintaining melanocyte stem cells. The Mitf gene is conserved in all vertebrate species studied to 
date and has also been found in invertebrates such as Drosophila. Multiple lines of evidence suggest 
that  the  activity  of  Mitf  is  regulated  by post-translational  modifications  resulting  in  effects  on 
transcription regulation. We are using BAC transgene rescue experiments to investigate the roles of 
these post-translational modifications in vivo. BAC recombineering is being used to modify the 
post-translational  modification sites  in  a  BAC clone  and transgenic mice generated  on an  Mitf 
mutant background; the BAC clone contains the entire  Mitf gene, except exon 1A, and is able to 
rescue the phenotype of the Mitf mi-vga9 loss-of-function mutation. The phenotypes of mice carrying 
mutant BACs will be reported. In addition, we are using Chromatin Immunoprecipitations on a chip 
(ChIP  chip)  to  characterize  Mitf  target  genes  under  different  circumstances.  Our  studies  will 
provide new insights into the mechanism of transcriptional regulation by Mitf with implications for 
melanocyte development and transformation.

Osawa M, Egawa G, Mak S S, Moriyama M, Freter R, Yonetani S, Beermann F, Nishikawa S. 
Molecular characterization of melanocyte stem cells in their niche. Development 2005: 132: 
5589-5599. 

Here,  molecular  markers  are  presented  that  distinguish  melanocyte  stem  cells  from  other 
melanocytes in the hair follicle. A detailed analysis of gene expression in melanocyte stem cells is 
performed using a novel method.

Nishimura  E  K,  Granter  S  R,  Fisher  D  E.  Mechanisms  of  hair  graying:  incomplete 
melanocyte stem cell maintenance in the niche. Science 2005: 307: 720-724. 

This paper describes the role of melanocyte stem cells in hair graying and implicates Bcl2 and Mitf 
as key molecules in melanocyte stem cell maintenance.

Lang D, Lu M M, Huang L, Engleka K A, Zhang M, Chu E Y, Lipner S, Skoultchi A, Millar S 
E, Epstein J A. Pax3 functions at a nodal point in melanocyte stem cell differentiation. Nature 
2005: 433: 884-887. 

Lang et al. implicate the Pax3, Sox10, β-catenin and Mitf proteins at a nodal point in melanocyte 
stem cell  development.  They present  a  model  where  Pax3 and Sox10 activate  Mitf  expression 
resulting  in  accumulation  of  this  transcription  activator.  Pax3  inhibits  Mitf  from  activating 
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downstream genes until b-catenin signaling lifts this inhibitory effect of Pax3, resulting in rapid 
activation of Mitf target genes.

Carreira S, Goodall J, Aksan I, La Rocca S A, Galibert M D, Denat L, Larue L, Goding C R. 
Mitf cooperates with Rb1 and activates p21Cip1 expression to regulate cell cycle progression. 
Nature 2005: 433: 764-769.

This is a key paper showing that Mitf can have anti-proliferative effects by activating expression of 
the p21Cip1 gene.

Warming  S,  Costantino  N,  Court  D  L,  Jenkins  N  A,  Copeland  N G.  Simple  and  highly 
efficient BAC recombineering using galK selection. Nucleic Acids Res 2005: 33: e36. 

Warming et al. further refine the method of BAC recombineering, allowing easy modifications of 
BAC clones using a GalK positive/negative selection scheme. This allows very effective methods 
for introducing mutations at will into BAC clones.

Steingrimsson  E,  Copeland  N  G,  Jenkins  N  A.  Melanocytes  and  the  microphthalmia 
transcription factor network. Annu Rev Genet 2004: 38: 365-411. 

This is a comprehensive review of the Mitf gene and mutations, detailing what was known about 
the gene at the time.

Hallsson  J  H,  Haflidadottir  B  S,  Stivers  C,  Odenwald  W,  Pignoni  F,  Arnheiter  H, 
Steingrímsson  E.  The  basic  helix-loop-helix  leucine  zipper  transcription  factor  Mitf  is 
conserved in drosophila and functions in eye development. Genetics 2004: 167: 233-41.

Here, the isolation and characterization of Mitf in Drosophila are detailed. The structure of the Mitf 
gene is conserved in Drosophila and, remarkably, it is expressed in the developing eye, just like in 
vertebrates.  The paper  also describes the  initial  characterization of  the  role  of  the  gene in  eye 
development in Drosophila and suggests that the initial role of Mitf may have been to delimit neural 
tissues from non-neural tissues in the eye.

Ren B, Robert F, Wyrick J J, Aparicio O, Jennings E G, Simon I, Zeitlinger J, Schreiber J, 
Hannett N, Kanin E, Volkert T L, Wilson C J, Bell S P, Young R A. Genome-wide location 
and function of DNA binding proteins. Science 2000: 290: 2306-2309.

This paper describes the first use of the ChIP chip method in characterizing transcription factor 
binding sites in a genome. The method has revolutionized transcription factor research as it allows 
the identification of transcription factor binding sites in living cells and tissues.

Opdecamp  K,  Nakayama  A,  Nguyen  M T,  Hodgkinson  C  A,  Pavan  W J,  Arnheiter  H. 
Melanocyte development in vivo and in neural crest cell cultures: crucial dependence on the 
Mitf basic-helix-loop-helix-zipper transcription factor. Development 1997: 124: 2377-2386

Opdecamp  et  al.  performed  a  very  detailed  analysis  of  the  role  of  Mitf  during  early  mouse 
melanocyte development. They showed that the gene is important for the formation of melanoblasts 
from the neural crest precursor cells and subsequently for melanocyte survival.
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Steingrimsson E, Moore K J, Lamoreux M L, Ferre-D'Amare A R, Burley S K, Zimring D C, 
Skow L C, Hodgkinson C A, Arnheiter H, Copeland N G, Jenkins N A. Molecular basis of 
mouse  microphthalmia  (mi)  mutations  helps  explain  their  developmental  and  phenotypic 
consequences. Nat Genet 1994: 8: 256-263

In this paper, the many different mutations in the Mitf gene are characterized and described in 
detail.

Hemesath  T  J,  Steingrímsson  E,  McGill  G,  Hansen  M  J,  Vaught  J,  Hodgkinson  C  A, 
Arnheiter H, Copeland N G, Jenkins N A, Fisher D E. Microphthalmia, a critical factor in 
melanocyte development, defines a discrete transcription factor family. Genes Dev 1994: 8: 
2770-2780.

This  paper  describes  the  molecular  characteristics  of  the  Mitf  mutations  and  shows  that  the 
semidominant mutations act in a dominant negative fashion.
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THE ROLE OF SLC24A5 IN SKIN COLOR

Keith C. Cheng1,2, MD, PhD and
Victor A. Canfield2, PhD
1Jake Gittlen Cancer Research Foundation
Department of Pathology and 2Department of 
Pharmacology
Penn State College of Medicine
500 University Drive
Hershey, PA 17033, USA

One of the enduring mysteries of biology has been the genetic basis for differences in skin color 
between  human  populations.  Past  efforts  to  answer  this  question  had  focused  on  the  genes 
responsible for pigmentary diseases of humans, coat-color variants of mice, and the chemistry and 
biochemistry of pigment formation. Despite huge advances in our understanding of pigmentation, 
the  genes  responsible  for  the  most  striking  variations  in  skin  color  remained  unknown.  Last 
December, the first paper listed below was published, describing the identification of a new gene 
involved in vertebrate pigmentation. A mutation in this gene,  SLC24A5, makes the largest known 
contribution to skin color differences between humans of African and European ancestry. The light 
skin color variation may be regarded as a contributor to skin cancer susceptibility. The commented 
bibliography  below  includes  a  sampling  of  related  work  on  skin  color  genetics,  melanosome 
biology, model systems for studying pigmentation, cation exchangers, human genomics using the 
HapMap, one of the possible relationships between SLC24A5 to other human diseases (age-related 
macular degeneration), and an historically relevant, uncomfortable but unavoidable topic – race.

Lamason R, Mohideen M, Mest J, Wong A, Aros M, Humphreville V, Humbert J, Sinha S, 
Moore J, Jagadeeswaran P, Grunwald D, Ning G, Makalowska I, Akey J, Shriver M, Mangini 
N,  Canfield  V,  Cheng  K.  The  zebrafish  golden  gene:  A  cation  exchanger  involved  in 
vertebrate melanin pigmentation. Science 2005: 310 (5755): 1782-1786.

It took an unintentional tangent of zebrafish cancer genetics research to discover the first major 
contributor  to  the  skin  color  difference  between Africans  and Europeans.  This  10-year  project 
demonstrated the critical roles and relevance of model systems and multi-disciplinary approaches in 
research about human biology. This work began with the positional cloning of the zebrafish golden 
mutation, which causes changes in melanosomal number, size and pigment density that resemble 
the  differences  between  European  and  African  humans.  The  human  orthologue  was  able  to 
contribute pigmentary function in golden zebrafish. A polymorphic variant of the human orthologue 
SLC24A5 that  is  common  in  peoples  of  European  ancestry  causes  an  amino  acid  change 
(Ala111Thr) at a residue that is otherwise conserved in vertebrate evolution. Admixture mapping 
suggests that the polymorphism contributes about one-third of the difference in measured skin color 
in humans. This work is an important example of the relevance of model systems to human biology. 
We still do not know how SLC24A5 controls melanosome morphogenesis, what other proteins are 
involved in the same biochemical pathway, or what its relevance is to other human diseases. The 
genetic basis of the lighter skin color of East Asians (such as Chinese and Japanese) remains a 
mystery.

Reviews

Harrison G A, Owen J J. Studies on the inheritance of human skin colour. Ann Hum Genet 
1964: 28: 27-37.
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Barsh G S. What controls variation in human skin color? PLoS Biol 2003: 1 (3): 445.

Sturm R A, Teasdale R D, Box N F. Human pigmentation genes: identification, structure and 
consequences of polymorphic variation. Gene 2001: 277 (1-2): 49-62.

Sturm R A, Frudakis T N. Eye colour: portals into pigmentation genes and ancestry. Trends 
Genet 2004: 20 (8): 327-332.

Jablonski N G. The evolution of human skin and skin color. Annu Rev Anthropol 2004: 33: 
585-623.

Wagner J K, Parra E J, L Norton H, Jovel C, Shriver M D.  Skin responses to ultraviolet 
radiation: effects of constitutive pigmentation, sex, and ancestry. Pigment Cell Res 2002: 15 
(5): 385-390.

These papers outline the previous state of knowledge of skin and eye color genetics, the evolution 
of human skin pigmentation, and adaptation of skin color to sun exposure.

Ito S. The IFPCS presidential lecture: a chemist’s view of melanogenesis. Pigment Cell Res 
2003: 16 (3): 230-236.

Much has been learned from the study of the chemistry and enzymology of melanins, including the 
black/brown eumelanin and the red/orange pheomelanin.

Melanosomes and skin color

Szabo  G,  Gerald  A  B,  Pathak  M  A,  Fitzpatrick  T  B.  Racial  differences  in  the  fate  of 
melanosomes in human epidermis. Nature 1969: 222(198):1081-1082.

Konrad  K,  Wolff  K.  Hyperpigmentation,  melanosome  size,  and  distribution  patterns  of 
melanosomes. Arch Dermatol 1973: 107 (6): 853-860.

Boissy R E. The melanocyte. Its structure, function, and subpopulations in skin, eyes, and 
hair. Dermatol Clin 1988: 6 (2): 161-173.

Kushimoto T, Basrur V, Valencia J, Matsunaga J, Vieira W, Ferrans V, Muller J, Appella E, 
Hearing V. A model for melanosome biogenesis based on the purification and analysis of early 
melanosomes. Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 2001: 98 (19): 10698-10703.

Raposo G, Tenza D, Murphy D, Berson J, Marks M. Distinct protein sorting and localization 
to premelanosomes melanosomes and lysosomes in pigmented melanocytic cells. J Cell Biol 
2001:  152 (4): 809-824. 

Setaluri V. The melanosome: Dark pigment granule shines bright light on vesicle biogenesis 
and more. J Invest Dermatol 2003: 121 (4): 650-660.

We  have  known  from  the  first  ultrastructural  studies  of  human  skin  that  the  determinants  of 
melanosome morphogenesis will be critical to understand the basis of differences in human skin 
color. These papers discuss different aspects of melanosome research. Future work on melanosomes 
can be expected to integrate knowledge of the role of SLC24A5 in melanosome morphogenesis.
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Basrur V, Yang F, Kushimoto T, Higashimoto Y, Yasumoto K, Valencia J, Muller J, Vieira W 
D, Watabe H, Shabanowitz J, Hearing V J, Hunt D F, Appella E. Proteomic analysis of early 
melanosomes: identification of novel melanosomal proteins. J Proteome Res 2003: 2 (1): 69-
79.

This proteomic approaches will add many more pieces to the puzzle of human pigmentation.

Human genes and skin color

Massac A, Cameron N, Baron A, Jackson T, Argyropoulos G, Jin L, Hoggart C J, McKeigue 
P M, Kittles R A. Skin pigmentation, biogeographical ancestry and admixture mapping. Hum 
Genet 2003: 112 (4): 387-399.

Graf J, Hodgson R, van Daal A. Single nucleotide polymorphisms in the MATP gene are 
associated with normal human pigmentation variation. Hum Mutat  2005: 25 (3): 278-284.

Bonilla C, Boxill L-A, McDonald S A, Williams T, Sylvester N, Parra E J, Dios S, Norton H L, 
Shriver M D, Kittles R A. The g.8818G variant of the Agouti Signaling Protein (ASIP) gene is 
the ancestral allele and is associated with darker skin color in African Americans. Human 
Genetics  2005: 116 (5): 402-406.

These papers represent a sampling of the work describing the role of skin color in ancestry, and 
contributions of various point mutations to human skin color.

Model systems

Bennett D C, Lamoreaux M L. The color loci of mice – a genetic century. Pigment Cell Res 
2003: 16 (4): 333-344.

The mouse represents a primary model system for the study of vertebrate pigmentation. Due to the 
availability of a growing number of pigment mutants, ability to knock out any gene, even during 
defined times and in defined tissues, it has played, and will continue to play an important role in the 
understanding of vertebrate pigmentation.

Sugimoto  M,  Yuki  M,  Miyakoshi  T,  Maruko  K.  The  influence  of  long-term  chromatic 
adaptation on pigment cells and striped pigment patterns in the skin of zebrafish, Danio rerio. 
J Exp Zool 2005: 303A: 430-440.

Schonthaler  H B,  Lampert  J  M,  von  Lintig  J,  Schwarz  H,  Geisler  R,  Neuhauss  S  C.  A 
mutation in the silver gene leads to defects in melanosome biogenesis and alterations in the 
visual system in the zebrafish mutant fading vision. Dev Biol 2005: 284 (2): 421-436.

Pickart  M A,  Sivasubbu  S,  Nielsen  A  L,  Shriram  S,  King  R  A,  Ekker  S  C.  Functional 
genomics tools for analysis of zebrafish pigment. Pigment Cell Res 2004: 17 (5): 461-470.

Zebrafish is the newest shining star in vertebrate model system genetics and functional genomics. 
The first of these papers describes the adaptation of zebrafish to the color of its environment, a 
process whose genetic basis remains a mystery. The second is an example of the characterization of 
a mutation in zebrafish that contributed to new knowledge about vertebrate pigmentation. The third 
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demonstrates  the  utility  of  “knock down” technologies  for  testing  the  function of  any  gene  in 
zebrafish.  Knock  downs  are  accomplished  using  morpholino  oligonucleotide-based  antisense 
targeting of RNA to inhibit either translation or RNA splicing. One can inhibit partially to create 
hypomorphs or totally to create null phenocopies of mutant phenotypes. These effects last the first 
several  days  of  development,  before  dilution  eventually  decreases  the  inhibitory  effect  of  the 
morpholinos.

Cation exchange and pigmentation

Szerencsei  R,  Winkfield R,  Cooper C,  Prinsen C,  Kinjo  T,  Kang K,  Schnetkamp P.  The 
Na/Ca-K exchanger gene family. Ann NY Acad Sci  2002: 976: 382-390.

Cai X, Lytton J. The cation/Ca2+ exchanger superfamily: Phylogenetic analysis and structural 
implications. Mol Biol Evol 2004: 21 (90: 1692-1703.

Kinjo T G, Kang K, Szerencsei R T, Winkfein R J, Schnetkamp P P. Site-directed disulfide 
mapping  of  residues  contributing  to  the  Ca2+  and  K+  binding  pocket  of  the  NCKX2 
Na+/Ca2+-K+ exchanger. Biochemistry 2005: 44 (21): 7787-7795.

Watabe H, Valencia J, Yasumoto K, Kushimoto T, Ando H, Muller J, Vieira W, Mizoguchi 
M, Appella E, Hearing V. Regulation of tyrosinase processing and trafficking by organellar 
pH and proteosome activity. J Cell Biol 2004: 279 (9): 7971-7981.

Smith D R, Spaulding D T, Glenn H M, Fuller B B. The relationship between Na(+)/H(+) 
exchanger expression and tyrosinase activity in human melanocytes. Exp Cell Res 2004:  298 
(2): 521-534.

The first three papers describe the family of cation exchange genes of which SLC24A5 is part, and 
the beginnings of the definition of their function and functional domains. The final two papers 
explore the mechanisms by which organellar pH influences regulation of melanin pigmentation.

Human Genomics

Voight B F, Kudaravalli S, Wen X, Pritchard J K. A map of recent positive selection in the 
human genome. PLoS Biol 2006: 4 (3)e72: 0446-0458.

Kim J J, Verdu P, Pakstis A J, Speed W C, Kidd J R, Kidd K K. Use of autosomal loci for 
clustering individuals and populations of East Asian origin. Hum Genet 2005: 117 (6): 511-
519.

Kidd K K, Pakstis A J, Speed W C, Grigorenko E L, Kajuna S L, Karoma N J, Kungulilo S, 
Kim J J, Lu R B, Odunsi A, Okonofua F, Parnas J, Schulz L O, Zhukova O V, Kidd J R. 
Developing a SNP panel for forensic identification of individuals. Forensic Sci Int 2005: Dec 
14 [Epub ahead of print].

Sabeti P C, Schaffner S F, Fry B, Lohmueller J, Varilly P, Shamovsky O, Palma A, Mikkelsen 
T S, Altshuler D, Lander E S. Positive natural selection in the human lineage. Science 2006: 
312 (5780): 1614-1620.
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The HapMap database of human variation is the beginning of the second phase in the genomic 
revolution  initiated  by  the  sequencing  of  the  human  and  other  genomes.  We used  a  new and 
simplified  approach  to  the  analysis  of  the  HapMap  data  to  help  identify  the  crucial  role  of 
SLC24A5 in the evolution of human skin color. The papers from the Kidd lab demonstrate some of 
the power of genotyping multiple populations from around the globe.  The others reflect some of 
the  latest  analyses  of  the  human  genome  using  the  HapMap.  These  are  the  beginnings  of  a 
revolution in human genomics.

Other human diseases

Yates J R, Moore A T. Genetic susceptibility to age related macular degeneration. J Med 
Genet 2000: 37 (2): 83-87.

Ambati  J,  Ambati  B  K,  Yoo  S  H,  Ianchulev  S,  Adamis  A  P.  Age-related  macular 
degeneration: etiology, pathogenesis, and therapeutic strategies. Surv Ophthalmol 2003: 48 
(3): 257-293.

Friedman D S, O’Colmain B J, Munoz B, Tomany S C, McCarty C, de Jong P T, Nemesure B, 
Mitchell P, Kempen J; Eye Diseases Prevalence Research Group. Prevalence of age-related 
macular degeneration in the United States. Arch Ophthalmol 2004: 122 (4): 564-572.

Age-related macular  degeneration (ARMD) is  the most  common form of acquired blindness in 
humans, and is much more common in lighter-skinned peoples than in darker-skinned peoples.  The 
relevance of SLC24A5 to ARMD, other  human diseases,  drug efficacy and toxin susceptibility 
remains to be determined.

Race and Color

Gould S J. The Mismeasure of Man. New York: W W Norton & Co, 1981.

Marks J. Human Biodiversity: Genes, Race and History. New York: De Gruyter, 1995.

Edward A W. Human genetic diversity: Lewontin’s fallacy. BioEssays 2003: 25 (8): 798-801.

Collins F S. What we do and don’t know about ‘race’, ‘ethnicity’, genetics and health at the 
dawn of the genome era. Nat Genet 2004: 36 (11 Suppl): S13-S15.

Jorde L B, Wooding S P. Genetic variation, classification and ‘race’. Nat Genet 2004: 36 (11 
Suppl): S28-S33.

Kahn J. Misreading race and genomics after BiDil. Nat Genet 2005: 37 (7): 655-656.

Parra E J, Kittles R A, Shriver M D. Implications of correlations between skin color and 
genetic ancestry for biomedical research. Nat Genet 2004: 36 (11 Suppl): S54-S60.

Race,  Ethnicity,  and  Genetics  Working  Group.  The  use  of  racial,  ethnic,  and  ancestral 
categories in human genetics research. Am J Hum Genet 2005: 77 (4): 519-532.

Leroi AM. A family tree in every gene. J Genet 2005: 84: 3-6.
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Until the last several decades, the study of race has been largely a reflection of a negative side of 
human nature – what may be regarded as tribalism. Whether purposefully or unwittingly, prominent 
scientists,  philosophers  and  leaders  of  Western  civilization  perpetuated  falsehoods  that  directly 
contributed to a terrible history. A polymorphism in SLC24A5 is now linked to the most prominent 
physical  feature  linked  to  race  –  skin  color.  One  of  our  most  important  contemporary 
responsibilities as scientists and physicians is to use a uniquely human, positive side of human 
nature – the ability to work together towards idealistic goals, to learn about the history of race 
perceptions, to accurately represent our new understanding of these issues to the public, and to lead 
our evolution towards a more egalitarian future. For the first time, we can more precisely define 
how trivial changes, such as those contributing to variation in skin color, can make profound and 
often unjustified social differences in people’s lives. In the future,  we will be able to genotype 
ourselves to optimize treatments and toxicities on the basis of other such genetic differences. These 
papers and books represent a slice of the ongoing discussion that can help us in the important 
task.of demystifying the issue of race.
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MELANOCYTE SENESCENCE AND MELANOMA

Dorothy C. Bennett, MA, PhD
Centre for Molecular and Metabolic Signalling
Division of Basic Medical Sciences
St. George’s, University of London
Cranmer Terrace
London SW17 0RE, UK

Cell senescence is the irreversible cessation of somatic cell proliferation after a limited number of 
divisions, once known as the Hayflick phenomenon after Leonard Hayflick who first described it in 
mammalian cell cultures in the 1960s. We now know that it is an attribute of somatic cells (see 
reviews cited below for  literature  sources),  as  germline  cells  and totipotent  early  embryo  cells 
appear able to divide an indefinite number of times; this capacity is known as cellular immortality. 
The name senescence  arose  from the  impression that  cells  taken from older  individuals  would 
divide fewer times before stopping than those from young individuals, suggesting that the process 
was also going on in vivo, with ageing of the organism. 
An interest in this mysterious loss of division potential was stimulated by the additional fact, also 
noticed early in the history of mammalian cell culture, that cancer cells grown in culture frequently 
proved immortal – they did not senesce. This led to the question of how and why the property of 
senescence is lost in these cells, and whether this is an important step in generating a cancer. Recent 
research into a number of tumour types, including melanoma, has provided strong evidence that 
senescence is indeed important in relation to cancer, and that its function is as a tumour suppressor 
mechanism. We also now know a good deal about the molecular mechanisms of cell senescence, 
which involve two major tumour suppressor pathways, although the relative importance of the two 
seems  to  vary  between  cell  types.  One  of  these  is  the  p16/RB pathway,  where  p16  becomes 
expressed and then activates the retinoblastoma (RB1) family of tumour suppressor proteins (here 
generically called RB), by preventing kinase CDK4 from phosphorylating RB (more below). The 
other is the telomere/p53 pathway.  To summarize briefly, telomeres – the repetitive DNA tracts at 
the ends of chromosomes – shorten with each somatic cell division. When they get very short, this 
sets off a DNA damage signal which activates p53. p53 induces expression of growth suppressor 
p21, thought to be the main effector of this senescence pathway. 
The following bibliography illustrates the development of our current state of knowledge on cell 
senescence in melanocytes, in relation to melanoma and naevi.

First descriptions
In some of the earliest  papers on culture of normal human melanocytes  (Gilchrest  et al.,  1984, 
Halaban et al., 1986, Graeven and Herlyn, 1992), their finite proliferative potential was reported, 
together with the finding that adult melanocytes divide slowly and a small number of times before 
senescing, compared to neonatal melanocytes which grow faster and can continue for some months.

Gilchrest B A, Vrabel M A, Flynn E, Szabø G. Selective cultivation of human melanocytes 
from newborn and adult epidermis. J Invest Dermatol 1984: 96: 370-376.

Halaban R, Ghosh S., Duray P., Kirkwood J M, Lerner A B. Human melanocytes cultured 
from nevi and melanomas. J Invest Dermatol 1986: 87: 95-101.

Graeven  U,  Herlyn  M.  In  vitro  growth  patterns  of  normal  human  melanocytes  and 
melanocytes from different stages of melanoma progression. J Immunother 1992: 12: 199-202.
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In 1994 the attention of the melanoma community was strongly drawn to the protein p16, by the 
finding – first reported by Hussussian et al. (1994) – that the known melanoma susceptibility locus 
on  chromosome  9  was  the  gene  for  p16.  (At  this  point  no  connection  was  made  with  cell 
senescence.)  p16 is  also called INK4A ([inhibitor of kinase 4]A),  and initially MTS1 (multiple 
tumor suppressor 1), and the gene is called  CDKN2A (cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 2A), yet 
another name sometimes used for the protein.

Hussussian C J, Struewing J P, Goldstein A M, Higgins P A T, Ally D S, Sheahan M D, Clark 
W H, Tucker M A, Dracopoli N C. Germline p16 mutations in familial melanoma. Nat Genet 
1994: 8: 15-21.

The article of England et al. (1996) is important as the first report that p16 can by itself restore cell 
senescence to tumour cells when expressed from its normal promoter. The study was performed 
with melanoma cells. This finding permitted the first speculations that cell senescence might be a 
clue to the importance of p16 in melanoma. (Other reports on involvement of p16 in cell senescence 
followed rapidly.).

England N L, Cuthbert A P, Trott D A, Jezzard S, Nobori T, Carson D A, Newbold R F. 
Identification  of  human  tumour  suppressor  genes  by  monochromosome  transfer:  rapid 
growth arrest mapped to 9p21 is mediated solely by the cyclin-D-dependent kinase inhibitor 
gene, CDKN2A (p16INK4A). Carcinogenesis 1996: 17: 1567-1575 

Zindy et al. (1997) described the normal expression patterns of p16 and related proteins in mouse 
development. A crucial finding was that p16 is not expressed at all in most normal tissues through 
most of life, although it does become expressed in ageing tissues. Accordingly, p16 is not a cell 
cycle gene involved in normal cell cycle control, as initially suggested (and as still assumed in some 
papers). Instead, these findings suggested a specific role for p16 in tumour suppression, and also 
perhaps in tissue ageing as well as cell senescence.

Zindy F, Quelle D E, Roussel M F, Sherr C J. Expression of the p16INK4a tumor suppressor 
versus other INK4 family members during mouse development and aging. Oncogene 1997: 15: 
203-211.

Cell senescence and melanocyte differentiation
Returning  to  melanocytes,  the  group  of  EE  Medrano  made  several  studies  of  melanocyte 
senescence, especially in relation to cell  differentiation and cAMP signalling (which can induce 
pigmentary  differentiation).  In  the  articles  of  Haddad  et  al.  (1999)  and  Bandyopadhyay  and 
Medrano  (2000)  they  described  accelerated  cell  senescence,  induced  by  high  levels  of  cAMP 
agonists, which they suggested was connected with terminal cell differentiation. Activation of the 
p16/RB pathway was indicated by loss of activity of cell-cycle transcription factor E2F (the target 
of RB in growth suppression).

Haddad M M, Xu W, Schwahn D J, Liao F, Medrano E E. Activation of a cAMP pathway and 
induction of melanogenesis correlate with association of p16INK4A and p27KIP1 to CDKs, loss of 
E2F-binding activity, and premature senescence of human melanocytes. Exp Cell Res 1999: 
253: 561-572.

Bandyopadhyay D, Medrano E E. Melanin accumulation accelerates melanocyte senescence 
by a mechanism involving p16INK4a/CDK4/pRB and E2F1. Ann NY Acad Sci 2000: 908: 71-84.
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Extraordinary findings emerged in 1995-7 about  the  CDKN2A locus.  First  it  had the very rare 
property of encoding two different proteins in different reading frames, p16 and another designated 
ARF (“alternative reading frame”, also called p19 in mouse and p14 in human). Furthermore, ARF 
proved to be a tumour suppressor in its own right, and to play its own part in cell senescence, at 
least  in  mouse  fibroblasts,  through  stabilization  of  p53.  Sviderskaya  et  al.  (2002)  reported  the 
biology of melanocytes from mice with a deletion of Cdkn2a that involves both p16 and Arf. These 
melanocytes showed no senescence but were immortal as soon as they were explanted. Retroviruses 
were used to restore p16 and Arf expression (possibly overexpression) separately to the  Cdkn2a 
null  cells.  Results  in melanocytes  proved somewhat different from fibroblasts:  Arf without p16 
induced apoptosis, while p16 without Arf could induce apparent cell senescence. Another finding 
was  that  senescent  normal  mouse  melanocytes  showed  very  high  levels  of  cell  differentiation 
(pigmentation), while the Cdkn2a null cells were much less pigmented, indicating that the p16 or 
p53 pathway or both can promote pigmentation.

Sviderskaya E V, Hill S P, Evans-Whipp T J, Chin L, Orlow S J, Easty D J, Cheong S C, 
Beach D, DePinho R A, Bennett D C. p16Ink4a in melanocyte senescence and differentiation. J 
Natl Cancer Inst 2002: 94: 446-454.

Bennett  and Medrano (2002)  reviewed evidence up to that  point  on melanocyte  senescence.  It 
detailed the p16 and p53-based senescence pathways seen in other cells, and concluded that the p16 
pathway appeared to have greater importance for melanocytes, at least in the presence of cAMP 
agonists. It reviewed reports of human melanocyte lifespan (number of doublings cells can undergo 
before senescence) under different culture conditions, finding that lifespan appeared to be longer 
when cells were grown without cAMP agonists, although proliferation was slower. It also reviewed 
evidence  suggesting that  the  growth arrest  seen in human benign melanocytic  naevi  in  vivo is 
connected with cell senescence.

Bennett D C, Medrano E E. Molecular regulation of melanocyte senescence. Pigment Cell Res 
2002: 15: 242-250.

Sviderskaya  et  al.  (2003) described  the  properties  of  human  melanocytes  explanted  from two 
individuals  in whom both copies  of p16 (but not ARF) were defective.  (Both individuals were 
biologically normal apart from having had multiple primary melanomas, showing that p16 is not 
needed for normal human development.)  In both cases, melanocyte  culture lifespan was greatly 
prolonged,  evidence  that  p16  is  necessary  for  normal  melanocyte  senescence  in  humans  also. 
Importantly, these melanocytes showed an abnormally high level of apoptosis in culture – so high 
that they could not be grown in a standard melanocyte medium without co-cultured keratinocytes or 
extra growth factors (SCF and EDN1, which are also made by keratinocytes). The high apoptotic 
rate  was  p53-dependent.  Involvement  of  the  telomere  shortening/p53  pathway  in  the  delayed 
senescence of the p16-deficient human melanocytes was demonstrated by the expression of p53 and 
p21 when these cells  senesced (not the case in normal melanocytes),  and by the restoration of 
telomerase activity to the p16-deficient cells (through forced hTERT expression), whereupon the 
cells  became immortal.  This  incidentally  produced  the  first  reported  lines  of  immortal  diploid 
human melanocytes.

Sviderskaya E V, Gray-Schopfer V C, Hill S P, Smit N P, Evans-Whipp T J, Bond J, Hill L, 
Bataille  V,  Peters  G,  Kipling  D,  Wynford-Thomas D,  Bennett  D C.  p16/cyclin-dependent 
kinase  inhibitor  2A  deficiency  in  human  melanocyte  senescence,  apoptosis,  and 
immortalization: possible implications for melanoma progression. J Natl Cancer Inst 2003: 
95: 723-732.
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Immortalization of human melanocytes had also been reported by Le Poole et al. (2000), using two 
viral  oncogenes  that  interfere  with  RB and  p53,  but  no  re-expression  of  hTERT.  Presumably 
telomere maintenance must have been activated spontaneously in these cells, but the authors did not 
examine this, nor whether the cells were diploid.

Le Poole I C, Boissy R E, Sarangarajan R, Chen J, Forristal J J, Sheth P, Westerhof W, 
Babcock G, Das P K, Saelinger C B. PIG3V, an immortalized human vitiligo melanocyte cell 
line, expresses dilated endoplasmic reticulum. In Vitro Cell and Dev Biol Anim 2000: 36: 309-
319.

The emerging idea of cell senescence in human melanocytic naevi was discussed further in three 
reviews by different  authors in 2002-3 (Mooi and Peeper,  2002, Bennett,  2003, Bastian, 2003). 
Bastian (2003) discussed how this could explain the fall in size of naevi with the age at which they 
are initiated. Bennett (2003) also proposed a first complete model for the genetic events (including 
immortalization) that might lead to invasive melanoma, through the different lesion types in the 
classification of Clark and colleagues (benign and dysplastic naevi, radial and vertical growth-phase 
melanomas). The first mutation, usually an NRAS or BRAF mutation, would enable a melanocyte to 
proliferate in the epidermis, but proliferation would be halted by p16-mediated senescence, forming 
a  benign  naevus.  A second  mutation  disabling  the  p16/RB pathway,  together  with  telomerase 
activation, would allow cell immortalization. However these cells – with an intact p53 pathway – 
would be keratinocyte-dependent for survival (see Sviderskaya et al., 2003) and would thus form 
only a thin melanoma growing in or near the epidermis. A further change suppressing apoptosis 
would be the fourth change required for an invasive melanoma.

Mooi W J, Peeper D S. Pathogenesis of melanocytic naevi: growth arrest linked with cellular 
senescence? Histopathol 2002: 41 (Suppl. 2): 120-146.

Bennett D C. Human melanocyte senescence and melanoma susceptibility genes. Oncogene 
2003: 22: 3063-3069.

Bastian B C. The longer your telomeres, the larger your nevus? Am J Dermatopathol 2003: 
25: 83-84.

Further evidence on RB pathway loss and the activation of E2F signalling in melanoma have also 
been provided by the Halaban group (Halaban, 1999, Halaban, 2005). They reported that all three 
proteins of the RB family (RB1, p130 and p107) are expressed in melanocytes (Halaban, 1999), 
suggesting a reason why p16 is more commonly deficient in melanoma than RB1 itself, since p16 
can act through all three RB proteins. They also noted the increase in apoptotic tendency when the 
p16/RB pathway by itself is deficient (RB as a “two-edged sword”).

Halaban R. Melanoma cell autonomous growth: the Rb/E2F pathway. Cancer Metastasis Rev 
1999: 18: 333-343.

Halaban R. Rb/E2F: a two-edged sword in the melanocytic system. Cancer Metastasis Rev 
2005: 24: 339-356.

In 2005, several  papers appeared in the same (August)  issue of Nature,  finally providing good 
evidence for connections between cell senescence and tumour suppression. One of these was the 
article of Michaloglou et al. (2005), presenting evidence for cell senescence in human melanocytic 
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naevi,  together with evidence that  activated  BRAF (a  mitogenic mutation by now known to be 
present in most naevi) could induce arrest resembling accelerated cell senescence in cultured human 
melanocytes.

Michaloglou C, Vredeveld L C, Soengas M S, Denoyelle C, Kuilman T, van der Horst C M, 
Majoor D M, Shay J W, Mooi W J, Peeper D S. BRAFE600-associated senescence-like cell cycle 
arrest of human naevi. Nature 2005: 436: 720-724.

Gray-Schopfer et al. extended these findings by reporting that p53 and p21 are not detected (by 
immunostaining)  in  benign  naevi,  unlike  p16,  so  that  their  senescence  is  apparently  not  p53-
mediated  and is  thus  mediated  either  by the  p16 pathway or  some other  unknown senescence 
pathway. Areas of p53 and p21 expression were found in dysplastic naevi and thin melanomas 
however, suggesting escape from p16-mediated senescence and activation of this second pathway 
after further divisions (as seen in culture, Sviderskaya et al., 2003). This study also confirms that 
immortalization of normal human melanocytes in culture requires both activation of telomerase and 
a  deficiency  in  the  p16/RB  pathway,  and  reports  further  immortal  diploid  melanocyte  lines 
produced by genetic manipulations of this type.

Gray-Schopfer V C, Cheong S C, Chow J, Moss A, Abdel-Malek Z A, Marais R, Wynford-
Thomas D, Bennett D C. Cellular senescence in naevi and immortalization in melanoma: a 
role for p16? Br J Cancer 2006: 95 (in press).

The last two references introduce some future potential research directions in this field.
Vance et al. (2005) reported that the transcription factor TBX2, frequently overexpressed in human 
melanomas,  suppresses  transcription  of  p21  and  provides  a  potential  bypass  of  “CDKN2A-
independent” (p53/p21-mediated) senescence, as blocking of TBX2 expression in melanoma cells 
allowed restoration of p21 expression and induces cell senescence. As they note, TBX2 may thus be 
a potential therapeutic target,  as it would be required for melanocytic  proliferation only if p16-
dependent senescence had already been bypassed and p21-dependent senescence was activated, so 
that targeting it should not harm normal melanocytes.

Vance  K  W,  Carreira  S,  Brosch  G,  Goding  C  R.  Tbx2  is  overexpressed  and  plays  an 
important  role  in  maintaining  proliferation  and suppression  of  senescence  in  melanomas. 
Cancer Res 2005: 65: 2260-2268.

The article of Nishimura et al. (2005) is concerned with the loss of normal melanocytic stem cells 
(found in hair follicles) as a mechanism for hair graying with age, suggesting cell senescence as a 
cause of this loss. One might argue that this too could have potential practical applications, although 
clearly  caution should be exercised in considering trying  to inhibit  cell  senescence  in order  to 
prevent  or  reverse  hair  graying,  given  the  now  established  role  of  cell  senescence  in  tumour 
suppression. Perhaps gray hair is a reasonable price to pay for the outcome that most of us get 
naevi, and not melanoma.

Nishimura  E  K,  Granter  S  R,  Fisher  D  E.  Mechanisms  of  hair  graying:  incomplete 
melanocyte stem cell maintenance in the niche. Science 2005: 307: 720-724.
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THE GENETICS OF SKIN AND HAIR PIGMENTATION IN MAN

Jonathan L. Rees, FMedSci
Department of Dermatology
The University of Edinburgh
Level 1 The Lauriston Building
Lauriston Place
Edinburgh, EH3, UK

Pigmentation of skin and hair is a strikingly polymorphic trait. It is of great cultural, historical and 
particularly medical importance. Based on work in the mouse, and more recently zebrafish, coupled 
with the technical facility of modern genetics, it is now possible to sketch out the major genetic 
determinance of human pigmentation.

The first gene, subsequently identified to play a key role in what might be called “normal human 
variation”, was the Melancortin 1 Receptor identified in mice in the early 1990’s by Roger Cone. 
Subsequent to this, a number of groups, including my own in collaboration with Ian Jackson and 
Tony Thody, showed that the human Melanocortin 1 Receptor was strikingly polymorphic and that 
it explained, or at least contributed to, a range of phenotypes, including red hair, freckling, non-
melanoma skin cancer, melanoma, sun sensitivity and low tanning ability in response to ultraviolet 
radiation.  Ten  years  of  study  have  shown  that  a  locus,  that  by  certain  phenotypic  measures 
approximates to an autosomal recessive can, by gene dosage effects, and by a range of sequence 
variations that show quantitative differences in signalling, lead to a graded range of responses in 
hair and skin biology. More recently, another gene, the SLC24A5 has been identified to play a 
major role in human pigmentation, identified by Keith Cheng’s group. Ongoing work also suggests 
that many of the loci that are responsible for classical Mendelian disorders of mouse and man may 
also play a role in normal variation in human pigmentation. 

Clark P, Stark A E, Walsh R J, Jardine R., Martin N G. A twin study of skin reflectance. Ann 
Hum Biol 1981: 8: 529-541.

Although the genetics of human pigmentation has received attention over the last century, this is 
perhaps the clearest demonstration using the classical twin approach, in which monozygotic and 
dyzygotic twins are compared,  on the heritable contribution to human pigmentation.  The study 
confirms what most people would have expected, namely that human skin colour is under strong 
genetic control. If anything it seems to this author, that the paper may have underestimated the 
contribution of genes to skin colour.

Robbins L S, Nadeau J H, Johnson K R, Kelly M A, Roselli-Rehfuss L, Baack E, Mountjoy K 
G, Cone R D. Pigmentation phenotypes of variant extension locus alleles result from point 
mutations that alter MSH receptor function. Cell 1993: 72: 827-834.

This was the original publication showing that a range of mouse mutants at the extension locus were 
due to mutations in the receptor for melanocyte stimulating hormone (MSH), the Melancortin 1 
Receptor (mc1r). This paper linked the classical pigment physiology, relating to the pigment shift in 
terms of the amounts of eumelanin and pheomelanin produced, with the gene responsible.  The 
authors clearly expected the gene they had identified to be of importance in human pigmentation.
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Valverde P, Healy E, Jackson I, Rees J L, Thody A J. Variants of the melanocyte-stimulating 
hormone receptor gene are associated with red hair and fair skin in humans. Nat Genet 1995: 
11: 328-330.

Box NF, Wyeth JR, O'Gorman LE, Martin NG, Sturm RA: Characterization of melanocyte 
stimulating hormone receptor variant alleles in twins with red hair. Hum Mol Genet 1997: 6 
(11): 1891-1897.

These were the first  two reports  showing that  variation at  the human Melanocortin 1 Receptor 
(MC1R) was associated with particular human phenotypes. The range of sequence variants was 
different  in  the two papers,  probably due to  technical  omissions  in  the  Valverde paper.  Taken 
collectively, both papers convincingly showed a relation between MC1R variation and red hair, and 
also that MC1R variation is common on Northern European populations.

Smith R, Healy E, Siddiqui S, Flanagan N, Steijlen P ., Rosdahl I, Jacques J P, Rogers S, 
Turner R, Jackson I J, Birch-Machin M A, Rees J L. Melanocortin 1 receptor variants in an 
Irish population. J Invest Dermatol 1998: 111: 119-122.

Box N F, Duffy D L, Chen W, Stark M, Martin N G, Sturm R A, Hayward N K. MC1R 
genotype modifies risk of melanoma in families segregating CDKN2A mutations. Am J Hum 
Genet 2001: 69: 765-773.

Palmer J S, Duffy D L, Box N F, Aitken J F, O'Gorman L E, Green A C, Hayward N K, 
Martin N G, Sturm R A. Melanocortin-1 receptor polymorphisms and risk of melanoma: is 
the association explained solely by pigmentation phenotype? Am J Hum Genet 2000: 66: 176-
186.

Bastiaens M T,  ter  Huurne J  A,  Kielich C,  Gruis  N A,  Westendorp R G,  Vermeer B J, 
Bavinck J N. Melanocortin-1 receptor gene variants determine the risk of nonmelanoma skin 
cancer independently of fair skin and red hair. Am J Hum Genet 2001: 68: 884-894.

These papers explore the relation between human MC1R variation and human skin cancer. The 
work,  conducted  in  North  European  populations  in  North  Europe  and  in  Australia,  provides 
convincing evidence of a link between MC1R sequence variation and the incidence of basal cell 
carcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma and melanoma.  Again, a dosage effect is seen, whereby the 
risk of two variant alleles is greater than that seen with one variant allele. Also becoming apparent 
was the epidemiological evidence that particular variants may vary in their effect on the phenotype. 
This work therefore showed that even amongst the subgroup of alleles that are associated with red 
hair and pale skin, not all alleles were functionally equivalent.
These papers also raised the question about whether all the risk in cancer rates attributed to MC1R 
sequence variation could be explained through the causal mechanism of pigmentation. The pertinent 
question here is whether the association between MC1R variation and particular cancer types could 
be due to other biological – non pigmentary – pathways. At present, different authors seem to hold 
different views on this issue.  There are a number of explanations possible. For instance, it could be 
methodological, relating to differences in the precision of measurement of explanatory variables 
used in the regression equations. Alternatively, it could represent genuinely new biological causal 
pathways that do not involve pigmentation. It is worth noting that any such putative pathways are 
not cell type specific as similar data is seen for non-melanoma skin cancer as with melanoma. An 
epidemiological approach to measure the magnitude of any non-pigmentary pathways is provided 
by Dwyer and colleagues (see below).
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Flanagan N, Healy E, Ray A, Philips S, Todd C, Jackson I J, Birch-Machin M A, Rees J L. 
Pleiotropic effects of the melanocortin 1 receptor (MC1R) gene on human pigmentation. Hum 
Mol Genet 2000: 9: 2531-2537.

Healy E, Flannagan N, Ray A, Todd C, Jackson I J, Matthews J N S, Birch-Machin M A, Rees 
J L. Melanocortin-1-receptor gene and sun sensitivity in individuals without red hair. Lancet 
2000: 355: 1072- 1073.

These two papers show that variation at the MC1R is related to a number of human phenotypes and 
not just human hair colour. Flanagan et al showed that sequence variants at the Melanocortin 1 
Receptor were associated with differences in freckling, differences in beard colour, differences in 
hair and,  in particular, differences in the shade of red hair.  Healy showed that variation of the 
MC1R was clearly associated with self  reported tanning and burning in  response to  ultraviolet 
radiation ability.

Healy E, Jordan S A, Budd P S, Suffolk R, Rees J L, Jackson I J. Functional variation of 
MC1R alleles from red-haired individuals. Hum Mol Genet 2001: 10: 2397-2402. 

Ringholm  A,  Klovins  J,  Rudzish  R,  Phillips  S,  Rees  J  L,  Schioth  H B.  Pharmacological 
characterization of loss of function mutations of the human melanocortin 1 receptor that are 
associated with red hair. J Invest Dermatol 2004: 123: 917-923.

As discussed above, epidemiological studies had hinted that not all sequence variants associated 
with red hair were functionally equivalent. These two papers, one based on cell culture and the 
other based on BAC rescue of null mice, provide strong laboratory support for the epidemiological 
hypothesis. In these studies, in cells, or in intact mice, different MC1R variants showed different 
degrees of signalling activity.  Together,  these results  confirm that  although many alleles might 
result  in  impairment  of  signalling,  the  degree  to  which  different  alleles  impair  signalling  is 
different. For instance, the variant alleles at codon 151, 160 and 294, seem to impair signalling to a 
greater degree than the more common change at codon 60.

Rana B K,  Hewett-Emmett  D,  Jin  L,  Chang B H J,  Sambuughin N,  Lin  M,  Watkins  S, 
Bamshad M, Jorde L B, Ramsay M,  Jenkins T, Li W H. High polymorphism at the human 
melanocortin 1 receptor locus. Genetics 1999: 151: 1547-1557.

Harding R M, Healy E, Ray A J,  Ellis  N S,  Flanagan N, Todd C, Dixon C,  Sajantila  A, 
Jackson I J, Birch-Machin M A, Rees J L. Evidence for variable selective pressures at the 
human pigmentation locus, MC1R. Am J Hum Genet 2000: 66: 1351-1361.

The approximate and ultimate causes of diversity in human pigmentation have attracted interest 
from biologists for decades. These two papers, based on analysis of MC1R variation, documented 
the  sequence  variation in  the  MC1R in diverse populations and attempted  to  provide  a  test  of 
whether the sequence variation supported natural selection (rather than random change as predicted 
under  neutral  theory)  in  MC1R diversity.  Although the exact  interpretations  differ  between the 
papers, the data sets are remarkably similar, showing that there was a functional constraint on the 
MC1R within African populations, but greater diversity of the MC1R outwith African populations 
and that this variation may well have been due to selection. (See reference below by Voight et al. 
for further relevant discussion).
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Wagner J K, Jovel C, Norton H L, Parra E J, Shriver M D. Comparing quantitative measures 
of erythema, pigmentation and skin response using reflectometry. Pigment Cell Res 2002: 15: 
379-384.

Oh C, Hennessy A, Ha T, Bisset Y, Diffey B, Rees J L. The time course of photoadaptation 
and pigmentation studied using a novel method to distinguish pigmentation from erythema. J 
Invest Dermatol 2004: 123: 965-972.

These two papers deal with how to assess human phenotypes quantitatively. This methodological 
issue arises either in population studies where relatively noninvasive methods are required, but also 
where more detailed studies of pharmacology and physiology are required in man. The Shriver 
group have published a number of papers on these topics in recent years. The Oh paper shows how 
it  is  possible  to  distinguish  between  pigmentation  and  erythemal  responses  when  using 
spectrometric  methods  and,  as  a  proof  of  principle,  demonstrates  how  persons  with  different 
genotypes and different hair colours tan differently in absolute terms, even though the time course 
of the gain of tanning and diminution of tanning is similar.

Lamason R L, Mohideen M A., Mest J R, Wong A C, Norton H L, Aros M C, Jurynec M J, 
Mao X, Humphreville V R, Humbert J E, et al. SLC24A5, a putative cation exchanger, affects 
pigmentation in zebrafish and humans. Science 2005: 310: 1782-1786.

A key recent paper showing that a putative cation exchanger (identified originally in zebrafish) 
appears to be a major determinant of variation in skin colour.

Voight BF, Kudaravalli S, Wen X, Pritchard J K. A map of recent positive selection in the 
human genome. PLoS Biol 2006: 4 (3): e72. Epub 2006 Mar 7.

Although this  paper  is  not  primarily  about  pigmentation  it  is  of  major  interest  to  the pigment 
community. The authors have used a global approach to search for areas of the genome that may 
have been subject to natural selection in recent evolutionary times. Essentially their method is based 
on  identifying  areas  of  extended  homozygosity.  The  authors  have  highlighted  a  number  of 
chromosomal areas in which they argue that SNP’s have changed in frequency as a result of natural 
selection. Interestingly, many of the loci involved coincide with chromosomal locations of genes 
involved in pigmentation. This is clearly an advance on the work cited earlier on MC1R global 
variation, and is likely to be followed by more detailed studies of the individual genes in different 
populations.

Dwyer T, Stankovich J M, Blizzard L, FitzGerald L M, Dickinson J L, Reilly A, Williamson J, 
Ashbolt R, Berwick M, Sale M M: Does the addition of information on genotype improve 
prediction of the risk of melanoma and nonmelanoma skin cancer beyond that obtained from 
skin phenotype? Am J Epidemiol 2004: 159 (9): 826-833.

This is an important paper that makes good use of receiver operating characteristic curve analysis to 
try  and  measure  what  information  MC1R  genotype  provides  in  addition  to  that  based  on 
measurement of pigment phenotype using an objective measure of skin colour. The answer seems to 
be relatively little. This both suggests that MC1R genotype may have little clinical utility, but also 
that any non-pigmentary pathways linking cancer and MC1R are modest in terms of biological 
effect.
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IS KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE GENETIC AND EPIGENETIC 
ALTERATIONS IN MELANOMA A BASIS FOR TARGETED THERAPY?

Keiran SM Smalley, PhD
Meenhard Herlyn, DVM, DSc.
The Wistar institute
3601 Spruce street
Philadelphia, PA, 19104, USA

Melanoma is  one  of  the  most  serious  and  deadly  forms  of  skin  cancer.  Although  melanomas 
account for only 4% of total skin cancer cases, they account for nearly all of the skin cancer deaths. 
The past 30 years have seen little improvement in the therapy of disseminated melanoma and the 
prognosis  remains dismal.  To date,  the only FDA-approved chemotherapy for melanoma is  the 
alkylating agent Dacarbazine (DTIC), which gives clinical responses in 5-10% of cases and cures in 
~  1%  (Serrone  et  al.,  2000).  The  only  other  approved  agents  for  disseminated  melanoma  are 
interleukin (IL)-2 and interferon-α which also have similarly low response rates. Recently, progress 
has been made in identifying the genetic lesions underlying melanoma. There is now a growing 
optimism that targeting these genetic lesions and the pathways they activate using small molecule 
pharmacological inhibitors may be a viable approach to melanoma therapy.
Melanomas are characterized by multiple  genetic  and  epigenetic  alterations.  Some of  the  most 
common mutations in melanoma activate  the growth,  survival  and invasion promoting mitogen 
activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway. Over 66% of melanomas harbor the V600E activating 
mutation  in  BRAF  (Davies  et  al.,  2002),  and  a  further  15%  of  melanomas  harbor  activating 
mutations in N-Ras (Padua et al., 1984, van't Veer et al., 1989). Interestingly, nearly all melanomas 
have high activity in the MAPK pathway, which in addition to the described genetic mutations can 
be also driven through the activity of autocrine growth factor loops  (Satyamoorthy et al., 2003). 
Another important pathway which is constitutively active in melanoma, is the PI3K/Akt pathway, 
which becomes activated through PTEN loss,  increased Akt3 expression,  and autocrine growth 
factor signaling (Stahl, 2004). Other notable pathways which also contribute towards the oncogenic 
behavior of melanoma include nuclear factor kappa B (NFκB) (Yang and Richmond, 2001), Wnt5a 
(Weeraratna et al., 2002) and the Src/STAT3 pathway  (Niu, et al., 2002). Melanomas also show 
impaired activity in the p16INK4A/Retinoblastoma (Kamb et al., 1994) and the p14ARF-MDM2-
p53 pathways  (Polsky et al., 2001) , which contribute to cell cycle deregulation and an impaired 
apoptotic response. 
Pharmacological inhibitors are now becoming available that target BRAF, the MEK pathway, the 
PI3K/Akt pathway and the Src pathway. These compounds are currently undergoing testing in both 
pre-clinical and clinical settings. The  in vitro data on some of these inhibitors, particularly those 
that  block  BRAF/MAPK signaling,  look very  promising  and  lead  to  inhibition  of  growth  and 
apoptosis induction  (Sharma et al., 2005, Karasarides et al., 2004). In contrast, the early clinical 
studies have been much less impressive and little improvement has been seen beyond stable disease 
(Lorusso  et  al.,  2005).  There  is  now a  growing  consensus  that  there  may be  some functional 
redundancy between these multiple signaling pathways and that two or more signaling pathways 
may have to be targeted simultaneously to overcome resistance  (Smalley et al., 2006). A similar 
level of resistance to signal transduction inhibitors is also seen when melanoma cells are grown 
under  3D cell  culture  conditions,  suggesting  that  the  tumor  microenvironment  is  an  important 
response modifier. Indeed, use of more accurate tissue models are proving increasingly useful in 
determining the underlying activity of individual genetic mutations in melanoma (Chudnovsky et 
al.,  2005).  It  is  hoped that  through the development  of  better  melanoma models and a greater 
understanding of the genetic mutations responsible, we will make rapid in-roads into the targeted 
therapy of melanoma.
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Serrone L, Zeuli M, Sega F M, Cognetti F. Dacarbazine-based chemotherapy for metastatic 
melanoma: Thirty-year experience overview. J Exp Clin Res 2000: 19 (1): 21-34.

A thorough overview of the history of dacarbazine-based chemotherapy for melanoma.

Davies H, Bignell G R, Cox C, et al.  Mutations of the BRAF gene in human cancer. Nature 
2002: 417 (6892): 949-954.

The first paper to identify the importance of activating BRAF mutations in melanoma. This work 
came out of a genome-wide screen at the Sanger Centre in Cambridge, UK. Due to a sequencing 
error, the mutation was initially identified as V599E and this was later corrected to V600E.

Padua  R  A,  Barrass  N,  Currie  G  A.  A  novel  transforming  gene  in  a  human  malignant 
melanoma cell line. Nature 1984: 311 (5987): 671-673.

The first study to identify activating N-Ras mutations in a sub-set of melanomas.

van 't Veer L J, Burgering B M, Versteeg R, et al. N-ras mutations in human cutaneous 
melanoma from sun-exposed body sites. Mol Cell Biol 1989: 9 (7): 3114-3116.

A study which identified N-Ras mutations in 19% of cutaneous melanomas from sun-exposed sites. 
The mutational profile of N-Ras observed was consistent with a UV-induced mutational signature. 
Unlike N-Ras, BRAF mutations are not consistent with UV-induced mutagenesis.

Satyamoorthy K, Li G, Gerrero M R, et  al.  Constitutive mitogen-activated protein kinase 
activation in melanoma is mediated by both BRAF mutations and autocrine growth factor 
stimulation. Cancer Res 2003: 63 (4): 756-759.

An important study from our own group, identifying that although BRAF mutations are important 
for driving MAP kinase activity in melanoma, autocrine growth factor signaling loops also play an 
important role in the MAP kinase activity in melanoma cells. Evidence from this paper and the 
previous three studies (on BRAF and N-Ras) suggest that nearly all melanomas have some degree 
of MAP kinase activity. 

Stahl J M, Sharma A, Cheung M, et al. Deregulated Akt3 activity promotes development of 
malignant melanoma. Cancer Res 2004: 64(19): 7002-7010.

An elegant study demonstrating the critical role of the Akt3 isoform in melanoma through shRNA 
approaches. 

Yang J, Richmond A. Constitutive IkappaB kinase activity correlates with nuclear factor-
kappaB activation in human melanoma cells. Cancer Res 2001: 61 (12): 4901-4909.

One of the first studies to identify a role for the NFκB pathway in melanoma.

Weeraratna A T, Jiang Y, Hostetter G, et al. Wnt5a signaling directly affects cell motility and 
invasion of metastatic melanoma. Cancer Cell 2002: 1 (3): 279-288.
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A genomic profiling study identifying Wnt5a as a novel signaling pathway active in melanoma. 
Wnt5a differs  from the canonical Wnt pathway in that it  acts mostly via protein kinase C -  as 
opposed to stabilizing β-catenin.

Niu G, Bowman T, Huang M, et al.  Roles of activated Src and Stat3 signaling in melanoma 
tumor cell growth. Oncogene 2002: 21 (46): 7001-7010.

This study identifies that a majority of melanomas have constitutive activity in the STAT3 pathway 
and that this pathway is activated through Src.

Kamb A, Shattuck-Eidens D, Eeles R, et al. Analysis of the p16 gene (CDKN2) as a candidate 
for the chromosome 9p melanoma susceptibility locus. Nat Genet 1994: 8 (1): 23-26.

A genetics study identifying deletion of 9p21 in familial melanoma patients. This gene encodes for 
the cell cycle regulator p16. Loss of p16 function is thought to lead to major deregulation of the cell 
cycle in melanoma,

Polsky  D,  Bastian  B  C,  Hazan  C,  et  al.  HDM2  protein  overexpression,  but  not  gene 
amplification, is related to tumorigenesis of cutaneous melanoma. Cancer Res 2001: 61 (20): 
7642-7646.

Unlike many other tumor types, melanomas typically lack mutations in p53, but display impaired 
p53-induced apoptosis. This study answers the apparent paradox by demonstrating that over 50% of 
melanomas overexpress the human homolog of the p53 suppressor Mdm2. 

Sharma A, Trivedi N R, Zimmerman M A, Tuveson D A, Smith C D, Robertson G P. Mutant 
V599EB-Raf  regulates  growth and vascular  development  of  malignant melanoma tumors. 
Cancer Res 2005: 65 (6): 2412-2421.

A study demonstrating that the putative BRAF inhibitor BAY 43-9006 inhibits melanoma growth 
in vivo through modulation of tumor angiogenesis. Subsequent studies have shown that BAY 43-
9006 (or Sorafenib) also hits many other receptor tyrosine kinases, including those of the VEGF 
family. 

Karasarides M, Chiloeches A, Hayward R, et al. B-RAF is a therapeutic target in melanoma. 
Oncogene 2004: 23 (37): 6292-6298.

An  early  study  demonstrating  the  possible  therapeutic  importance  of  the  BRAF  mutation  in 
melanoma. In this study, the authors show that inhibition of BRAF activity using either RNAi or 
BAY 43-9006 reduces melanoma cell growth and induce apoptosis in vitro. In in vivo studies the 
BAY 43-9006 is less effective at reducing tumor growth, but is able to reduce the onset of tumor 
growth in mouse xenografts.

Lorusso P M, Adjei A A, Varterasian M, et al. Phase I and pharmacodynamic study of the 
oral MEK inhibitor CI-1040 in patients with advanced malignancies.  J Clin Oncol 2005: 23 
(23): 5281-5293.

This paper details one of the first clinical trials on the efficacy of MEK inhibitors in solid tumors, 
and includes some data on melanoma patients. It shows that although the MEK inhibitors clearly 
inhibit the MAP kinase pathway, there is little clinical benefit beyond stable disease. It suggests 
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there may be some disconnect between pre-clinical and clinical studies and points to the likelihood 
that drug combinations may be needed.

Smalley K S M, Haass, N K, Brafford P, Lioni M, Flaherty K T, Herlyn M. Multiple signaling 
pathways  must  be  targeted  to  overcome therapeutic  resistance  in  cell  lines  derived  from 
melanoma metastases. Mol Cancer Ther 2006: 5 (5): 1136-1144.

A recent study from our own laboratory demonstrating that the resistance to MEK inhibitors seen in 
the  clinic  can  be  observed in  vitro if  the  melanoma  cells  are  grown  in  a  3D  tissue-like 
microenvironment. It further suggests that multiple pathways may need to be targeted to overcome 
therapeutic resistance.

Chudnovsky Y, Adams A E, Robbins P B, Lin Q, Khavari P A. Use of human tissue to assess 
the oncogenic activity of melanoma-associated mutations. Nat Genet 2005: 37 (7): 745-749.

One problem with the animal modeling of melanoma is that mouse skin and human skin display 
very different architecture. In human skin, the melanocytes reside at the junction of the epidermis 
and dermis, whereas in mice the melanocytes reside in the hair follicle. As a result, there are no 
good in vivo models of melanoma. This paper by Chudvosky and colleagues is an interesting study 
in which the oncogenes responsible for melanocyte transformation are studied in a reconstructed 
human skin model. 
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GENE EXPRESSION PROFILING OF PRIMARY CUTANEOUS 
MELANOMA AND CLINICAL OUTCOME: ROLE OF DNA REPAIR 

GENES IN METASTASIS DEVELOPMENT 

Alain Sarasin, PhD
With the teams of IGR and Leuven 
Hospital
UPR 2169 - CNRS
Institut Gustave Roussy – PR2
39 rue Camille Desmoulins
94805 Villejuif cedex, France

Gene expression profiling data for human primary cutaneous melanomas are scarce because of the 
lack of retrospective collections of frozen tumors. To identify differentially expressed genes that 
may be involved in melanoma progression and prognosis, we investigated the relationship between 
gene  expression  profiles and clinical  outcome in  a  cohort  of  patients  with  primary  melanoma. 
Labeled complementary RNA (cRNA) from each tissue sample was hybridized to a pangenomic 
44K  60-mer  oligonucleotide  microarray. Class  comparison  and  class  prediction  analyses  were 
performed to identify genes whose expression in primary melanomas was associated with 4-year 
distant  metastasis–free  survival among  58  patients  with  at  least  4  years  of  follow-up,  distant 
metastasis, or death. Survival was analyzed with a Cox multivariable model and stratified log-rank 
test. All statistical tests were two-sided. We identified 254 genes that were associated with distant 
metastasis–free survival  of  patients  with  primary  melanoma.  These  254  genes include  genes 
involved in activating DNA replication origins, such as minichromosome maintenance genes and 
geminin (J. Natl. Cancer Inst. 2006,  98, 472-482). Numerous genes involved in the maintenance 
and recovery of stalled replication forks are overexpressed in primary melanomas that will give rise 
to  distant  metastasis.  This  high  level  of  repair  genes  is  probably  linked  to  the  extraordinary 
resistance of melanoma metastases to any chemo- or radio-therapy. These genes may shed light on 
the molecular mechanisms underlying poor prognosis in melanoma patients.

MacKie R M, Bray C A, Hole D J, Morris A, Nicolson M, Evans A, Doherty V, Vestey J. 
Incidence of and survival from malignant melanoma in Scotland : an epidemiological study. 
Lancet 2002: 360 : 587-591.

This paper aimed to assess the incidence and survival of primary cutaneous malignant melanoma in 
Scotland,  UK.  This  report,  that  is  universally  applicable,  described  the  very  big  increase  in 
melanoma incidence for both men and women in the last 25 years.

Whitfield M L, George L K, Grant G D, Perou C M. Common markers of proliferation. Nat 
Rev Cancer 2006: 6: 99-104.

This review analysed the genes differently expressed in tumour samples versus normal tissue as 
compared by microarray data.  Most of these genes are implicated in cellular  proliferation (cell 
cycle,  cell  division,  DNA  replication,  DNA  metabolism)  and  are  often  associated  with  poor 
prognosis in cancer patients. These cell-cycle-regulated genes provided biomarkers of proliferation 
for clinical diagnostics and cancer outcome.

Clark E A, Golub T R, Lander E S, Hynes R O. Genomic analysis of metastasis reveals an 
essential role for RhoC. Nature 2000: 406: 532-535.
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Using DNA microarrays,  the  authors  defined  a  pattern  of  gene  expression  associated  with  the 
switch from primary melanoma to highly metastatic melanoma cells.  The small  GTPase RhoC, 
when overexpressed, appears to enhance metastatic via tumour cell invasion.

Pavey S, Johansson P, Packer L, Taylor J, Stark M, Pollock P M, Walker G J, Boyle G M, 
Harper U, Cozzi S J, Hansen K, Yudt L, Schmidt C, Hersey P, Ellem K A, O’Rourke M G, 
Parsons  P  G,  Meltzer  P,  Ringner  M,  Hayward  N K.  Microarray  expression  profiling  in 
melanoma reveals a BRAF mutation signature. Oncogene 2004: 23: 4060-4067.

The BRAF gene is mutated in 50-70 % of melanoma cells in culture and in sporadic spontaneous 
melanomas. The authors described a 83-gene signature to discriminate between BRAF mutant and 
wild  type  samples.  Some genes are involved in  a  generalized  mitogen-activated protein  kinase 
activation.

Michiels S, Koscielny S, Hill C. Prediction of cancer outcome with microarrays: a multiple 
random validation strategy. Lancet 2005: 365: 488-492.

The authors described a new strategy to analyze the data from microarray gene-expression prolifing. 
They developed original training and validation assays using multiple random sets to estimate the 
stability  of  the  molecular  gene  signature  and  the  proportion  of  misclassification.  This  paper 
indicates clearly that published microarray data should be cautiously reexamined.

Ramaswamy S, Ross K N, Lander E S, Golub T R. A molecular signature of metastasis in 
primary solid tumors. Nat Genet 2003: 33: 49-54.

Using gene  expression  profiling,  the  authors  showed  clearly  the  existence  of  a  signature  that 
differentiated  primary  from  metastatic  adenocarcinomas.  Primary  solid  tumours  carrying  this 
signature were most likely to be associated with metastasis and poor clinical outcome. This result 
suggested that the metastatic potential is encoded in the bulk of primary tumours.

Bittner  M,  Meltzer  P,  Chen Y,  Jiang Y,  Seftor  E,  Hendrix M,  Radmacher M, Simon R, 
Yakhini Z, Ben-Dor A, Sampas N, Dougherty E, Wang E, Marincola F, Gooden C, Lueders J, 
Glatfelter A, Pollock P, Carpten J, Gillanders E, Leja D, Dietrich K, Beaudry C, Berens M, 
Alberts D, Sondak V, Hayward N, Trent J. Molecular classification of cutaneous malignant 
melanoma by gene expression profiling. Nature 2000: 406: 536-540.

This paper reports the discovery of a subset of melanomas identified by gene expression analysis. A 
series  of  genes,  involved  in  primitive  tubular  network,  are  associated  with  highly  aggressive 
metastatic melanoma.

Lee C, Hong B, Choi J M, Kim Y, Watanabe S, Ishimi Y, Enomoto T, Tada S, Kim Y, Cho Y. 
Structural  basis  for inhibition of the replication licensing factor Cdt1 by geminin.  Nature 
2004: 430: 913-917.

The regulation of replication origin firing at each cell cycle is due to a high interaction between 
Geminin  and  Cdt1.  This  interaction  prevents  the  inappropriate  reinitiation of  replication on  an 
already fired origin. This interaction has been modelized using crystal structure between these two 
proteins.
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Gonzalez M A, Tachibana K E, Laskey R A, Coleman N. Control of DNA replication and its 
potential clinical exploitation. Nat Rev Cancer 2005: 5: 135-141.

This paper reviewed the fine regulation of DNA replication once per cell cycle. The genes and 
proteins  involved in  this  regulation are important  biomarkers  for  routine  clinical  use  in  cancer 
detection and prognosis.

Dai H, van’t Veer L, Lamb J, He Y D, Mao M, Fine B M, Bernards R, van de Vijver M, 
Deutsch P, Sachs A, Stoughton R, Friend S.  A cell  proliferation signature is a marker of 
extremely poor outcome in a subpopulation of breast cancer patients. Cancer Res 2005: 65: 
4059-4066.

Among  homogeneous  breast  cancers,  with  relatively  high  estrogen  receptor  expression,  a 
homogeneous gene  expression  pattern allows to  predict  the  occurrence  of  metastases  and  poor 
outcome. These genes belong almost uniquely to the cell cycle pathway.

Paik S, Shak S, Tang G, Kim C, Baker J, Cronin M, Baehner F L, Walker M G, Watson D, 
Park T, Hiller W, Fisher E R, Wickerham D L, Bryant J, Wolmark N. A multigene assay to 
predict recurrence of Tamoxifen-treated, node-negative breast cancer. N Engl J Med 2004: 
351: 2817-2826. 

The authors described the use of a set of 21 genes to validate the ability to predict distant recurrence 
in patients with breast cancer. The analysis has been tested with tamoxifen-treated patients with 
node-negative, estrogen-receptor positive breast cancers. This is one of the first clinical assay based 
on gene-expression profiling.
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MOLECULAR CAUSES LEADING TO DEFECTIVE MELANOSOME 
TRANSPORT IN GRISCELLI SYNDROME

Geneviève de Saint Basile, MD, PhD
INSERM U768
Hôpital Necker-Enfants Malades
149 rue de Sèvres
75015 Paris, France

Griscelli syndrome (GS) is a rare autosomal recessive disorder that associates hypopigmentation, 
with  a  silver-grey  sheen  of  the  hair  and  a  mild  cutaneous  depigmentation.  Light  microscopy 
examination  shows  the  presence  of  large  clusters  of  pigment  in  hair  shaft,  and  abnormal 
melanosome distribution in the epidermis in GS skin section. In some patients, hypopigmentation 
remains  isolated  as  result  of  melanophilin  deficiency,  defining  GS  type  3.  In  other  patients, 
hypopigmentation  is  inherited in  association  with primary  severe  neurological  impairment  as  a 
result  of  myosinVa  deficiency,  defining  GS  type  1.  The  remaining  patients  with  same 
hypopimentation develop a severe immune disturbance known as hemophagocytic syndrome, as a 
result of Rab27a deficiency, defining GS type 2. Electron microscopy of GS melanocytes shows an 
accumulation  of  mature  melanosomes  type  IV  around  the  nucleus  which  are  not  properly 
transported to the dendrite tips of melanocytes. Studies of MyosinVa, Rab27a, and melanophilin in 
GS as well as in the murine counterparts, the dilute, the ashen and the leaden mice, respectively, 
have shown that these three proteins form a tripartite complex required to connect the transport of 
melanosome from microtubules to actin filaments in the periphery of melanocytes. The phenotypic 
features associated with the different molecular causes of GS imply that these proteins associate 
with different effectors for their function in melanocytes, cytotoxic cells and neurons.

Griscelli C, Durandy A, Guy-Grand D, Daguillard F, Herzog C, Prunieras M. A syndrome 
associating partial albinism and immunodeficiency. Am J Med 1978: 65: 691-702.

This study is the first description of a patient with Griscelli syndrome associating hypopigmentation 
and immune disturbance (GS type 2). This syndrome was described in comparison with Chediak-
Higashi  syndrome.  GS  patients  do  not  have  intracellular  giant  granulations  but  have  larger 
clumping of pigment in hair shaft than CHS patients.

Elejalde B R, Holguin J, Valencia A, Gilbert E F, Molina J, Marin G, Arango L A. Mutations 
affecting  pigmentation  in  man:  I.  Neuroectodermal  melanolysosomal  disease.  Am  J  Med 
Genet 1979: 3: 65-80.

In Elejalde syndrome, patients display the same clustering of pigment as the patients described in 
the previous paper by C. Griscelli, but these patients associate a severe primary neurological defect, 
without  the  other  features  of  hemophagocytic  syndrome.  Most  likely  Elejalde  syndrome 
corresponds to Griscelli syndrome type 1.

Jenkins N A, Copeland N G, Taylor B A, Lee B K. Dilute (d) coat colour mutation of DBA/2J 
mice is associated with the site of integration of an ecotropic MuLV genome. Nature 1981: 
293: 370-374.

This study is the first description of the molecular defect leading to dilute phenotype, the mouse 
counterpart of Griscelli syndrome type 1. Dilute mice has severe neurological impairment and die 
about one month after birth, of unknown cause.
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Pastural  E,  Barrat  F J,  Dufourcq-Lagelouse  R,  Certain  S,  Sanal  O,  Jabado N,  Seger  R, 
Gridcelli C, Fischer A, de Saint Basile G. Griscelli disease maps to chromosome 15q21 and is 
associated with mutations in the myosin-Va gene. Nat Genet 1997: 16: 289-292.

This study deals with the characterization of myosin5a deficiency in Griscelli syndrome type 1. A 
missense  mutation  reported  in  this  manuscript  in  one  of  the  patients  (P2)  associating 
hypopigmentation and immune disturbance was further demonstrated to bee a polymorphism. P2 
was further shown to carry Rab27a mutations.

Lambert  J,  Naeyaert  J  M,  Callens  T,  De  Paepe  A,  Messiaen  L.  Human myosin  V  gene 
produces different transcripts in a cell type-specific manner. Biochem Biophys Res Commun 
1998: 252: 329-333.

This study gives a description of the tissue distribution of the various isoforms of MYO5a in which 
different transcripts result from alternative splicing of exons located in the tail region of myosin 
VA. Myo5a exonF is present in melanocyte transcripts but is absent from brain transcripts.

Ménasché G, Pastural E, Feldmann J, Certain S, Ersoy F, Dupuis S, Wulffraat N, Bianchi D, 
Fischer A, Le Deist F, de Saint Basile G. Mutations in RAB27A cause Griscelli syndrome 
associated with hemophagocytic syndrome. Nat Genet 2000: 25: 173-176.

This study is  the first  description of the involvement  of the small  GTPase Rab27a in Griscelli 
syndrome type 2. Surprisingly, Rab27a and MYO5a genes localize in the same 15q21genetic region 
at a distance less than 2 cM. Rab27a is the first member of the Rab family of proteins involved in a 
human  disease.  This  paper  also  reports  the  function  of  Rab27a  in  the  cytotoxic  activity  of 
lymphocytes,  being  required  for  the  exocytosis  of  lytic  granule  contents,  while  MyosinVa  is 
dispensable. With the demonstration that in Familial Hemophagocytic Lymphohistiocytosis type 2 
(FHL2), the same immune disturbance as the one observed in GS2 patients, results from inherited 
perforin deficiencyt, the role of Rab27a  in the immune disturbance of GS2 was clarified.

Bahadoran P,  Aberdam E,  Mantoux F,  Busca R,  Bille  K,  Yalman N,  de  Saint  Basile  G, 
Casaroli-Marano R,  Ortonne J-P,  Ballotti  R.  Rab27a:  A key to melanosome transport  in 
human melanocytes. J Cell Biol 2001: 152: 843-850.

This report  precisely points  out the role and distribution of Rab27a and Myosin VA in human 
melanocytes.

Stinchcombe J C, Barral D C, Mules E H, Booth S, Hume A N, Machesky L M, Seabra M C, 
Griffiths G M. Rab27a is required for regulated secretion in cytotoxic t lymphocytes. J Cell 
Biol 2001: 152: 825-834.

This is  a further study on the role  of Rab27a in  the cytotoxic cells  of  ashen mice,  the mouse 
counterpart of GS2. In this report, Rab27a is shown to be required for the terminal transport and/or 
docking of lytic granules to the immunological synapse. In contrast to GS2, ashen mice do not 
spontaneously develop an immune disturbance.

Haddad E K, Wu X, Hammer J A, Henkart P A. Defective granule exocytosis in rab27a-
deficient lymphocytes from ashen mice. J Cell Biol 2001: 152: 835-842.
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This is a further study on the role of Rab27a in the cytotoxic cells of ashen mutant. Rab27a is 
shown to function in the regulatory secretory pathway of lymphocytes, but seems dispensable for 
the function of the constitutive secretory pathway used by lymphocyte to  release cytokine like 
INFγ.

Matesic L E, Yip R, Reuss A E, Swing D A, O’Sullivan T N, Fletcher C F, Copeland N G, 
Jenkins N A. Mutations in Mlph, encoding a member of the Rab effector family, cause the 
melanosome transport defects observed in leaden mice. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A 2001: 98: 
10238-10243.

This study gives a description of the melanophilin molecular defect leading to leaden phenotype in 
the mouse. Leaden mice are the mouse counterpart of Griscelli syndrome type 3 and present with 
the same pigmentation dilution as the dilute and the ashen mice.

Marks M S, Seabra M C. The melanosome: membrane dynamics in black and white. Nat Rev 
Mol Cell Biol 2001: 2: 738-748.

This  article  gives  an  overview  of  the  consequences  of  various  genetic  defects  impairing 
melanosomes biogenesis or movement.

Wu XS, Rao K, Zhang H, Wang F, Sellers J R, Matesic L E, Copeland N G, Jenkins N A, 
Hammer J A 3rd. Identification of an organelle receptor for myosin-Va. Nat Cell Biol 2002: 4: 
271-278.

An elegant work identifying the tripartite complex formed between Myosine5a, melanophilin and 
Rab27a and required for the transport of melanosomes in melanocytes.

Ménasché G, Feldmann J, Houdusse A, Desaymard C, Fischer A, Goud B, de Saint Basile G. 
Biochemical  and  functional  characterization  of  Rab27a  mutations  occurring  in  Griscelli 
syndrome patients. Blood 2003: 101: 2736-2742.

Analysis of the functional consequences of three natural missense mutations of Rab27a, in terms of 
nucleotide binding and effector interaction.
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THE GENETICS OF GENERALIZED VITILIGO

Richard A. Spritz, MD
Human Medical Genetics Program
University of Colorado at Denver and
Health Sciences Center
P.O. Box 6511, Mail-stop 8300
Aurora, CO 80045, USA

Generalized  vitiligo  is  an acquired  disorder  in  which  acquired  patches  of  depigmented  skin, 
overlying  hair,  and oral  mucosa result  from progressive loss of melanocytes  from the involved 
areas. Substantial evidence indicates that generalized vitiligo is an autoimmune disorder resulting 
from  complex  interaction  of  environmental,  genetic,  and  immunologic  factors.  Genetic 
epidemiological  studies  have  shown  that  generalized  vitiligo  is  part  of  a  broader,  genetically-
determined,  autoimmune/autoinflammatory  diathesis.  Attempts  to  identify  genes  involved  in 
vitiligo susceptibility have involved both allelic association studies of candidate genes and genome-
wide linkage analyses to discover new genes, and these studies have begun to shed light on the 
mechanisms of vitiligo pathogenesis and the relationship of vitiligo to other autoimmune diseases. 
The discovery of biological pathways of vitiligo pathogenesis will likely provide novel therapeutic 
and prophylactic targets for future approaches to the treatment and prevention of vitiligo and its 
associated autoimmune diseases.

Epidemiological Studies

Alkhateeb A, Fain P R, Thody A, Bennett D C, Spritz R A. Epidemiology of vitiligo and 
associated autoimmune diseases in Caucasian probands and their relatives. Pigment Cell Res 
2003: 16: 208-214. 

Laberge G, Mailloux C M, Gowan K, Holland P, Bennett D C, Fain P R, Spritz R A. Early 
disease onset and increased risk of other autoimmune diseases in familial generalized vitiligo. 
Pigment Cell Res 2005: 18: 300-305.

These  two  recent  papers  present  careful  analyses  of  the  genetic  epidemiology  of  vitiligo  and 
associated autoimmune diseases in unselected (Alkhateeb et al., 2003) and familial (Laberge et al., 
2005) patients from North America and the United Kingdom. Findings were similar in Caucasian, 
Hispanic, and Indo-Pakistani patient groups, and were also generally similar to those in analogous 
large vitiligo patient series reported from India, Nigeria, Martinique, China, Korea, Denmark, the 
USA, and elsewhere. These studies found that family clustering of vitiligo cases is frequent, ~1/3 of 
probands  reporting  an  affected  relative,  with  a  non-Mendelian  inheritance  pattern  suggesting 
multifactorial, polygenic causation. The frequency of vitiligo in probands’ first-degree relatives was 
~5% to 7%, a 13- to 18-fold increase over the disease frequency in the corresponding populations, 
but the concordance of vitiligo in monozygotic twins was only 23%. Unselected vitiligo probands 
had elevated frequencies of autoimmune thyroid disease, pernicious anemia, Addison’s disease, and 
systemic lupus erythematosus, and probands’ first-degree relatives had elevated frequencies of these 
autoimmune diseases, as well as vitiligo itself.  These diseases were even more frequent among 
patients with familial vitiligo, as well as rheumatoid arthritis, psoriasis, and adult-onset autoimmune 
diabetes  mellitus,  even  among  first-degree  relatives  who  didn’t  have  vitiligo.  Together,  these 
studies show that vitiligo is part of an autoimmune diathesis that includes a number of specific other 
autoimmune diseases, and that predisposition to these diseases results from a combination of both 
genetic and non-genetic factors.
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linkage disequilibrium analyses with respect to microsatellite loci spanning the HLA. Hum 
Genet 2002: 110: 334–342.

Epidemiological surveys described the characteristics of vitiligo, documented association with other 
autoimmune diseases, quantified the occurrence of vitiligo in close relatives, and identified different 
patterns  of  family  clustering.  These  three  papers  rigorously  addressed  the  genetics  of  vitiligo, 
employing model-fitting and segregation analyses to estimate the most likely mode of inheritance of 
vitiligo in collections of families from India (Majumder et al., 1988), the USA (Nath et al., 1994), 
and  Columbia  (Arcos-Burgos  et  al.,  2002).  The  first  two  studies  concluded  that  vitiligo  is 
determined  principally  by  combinatorial  interaction  of  three  or  more  recessive  major  genes, 
whereas the last concluded that vitiligo may result from the interaction of strong environmental 
effects  acting on the genetic background of a major recessive gene, or perhaps multiple genes. 
Although these specific conclusions may or may not ultimately be proved precisely correct, they 
provide formal  support  for  the epidemiological  conclusion that  vitiligo acts  as  a multifactorial, 
probably polygenic trait.
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Nath S K, Kelly J A, Namjou B, Lam T, Bruner G R, Scofield R H, Aston C E, Harley J B. 
Evidence for a susceptibility gene,  SLEV1,  on chromosome 17p13 in families with vitiligo-
related systemic lupus erythematosus. Am J Hum Genet 2001: 69: 1401–1406. 

Alkhateeb A, Stetler G L, Old W, Talbert J, Uhlhorn C, Taylor M, Fox A, Miller C, Dills D G, 
Ridgway E C, Bennett D C, Fain P R, Spritz R A. Mapping of an autoimmunity susceptibility 
locus (AIS1) to chromosome 1p31.3-p32.2. Hum Mol Genet 2002: 11: 661–667.

Alkhateeb A, Fain P R, Spritz R A. Candidate functional promoter variant in the  FOXD3 
melanoblast  developmental regulator gene in a family with autosomal dominant vitiligo.  J 
Invest Dermatol 2005: 125: 388-391. 

Fain P R, Gowan K, LaBerge G S, Alkhateeb A, Stetler G L, Talbert J, Bennett D C, Spritz R 
A. A genomewide screen for generalized vitiligo: confirmation of AIS1 on chromosome 1p31 
and evidence for additional susceptibility loci. Am J Hum Genet 2003: 72: 1560–1564. 

Spritz  R  A,  Gowan  K,  Bennett  D  C,  Fain  P  R.  Novel  vitiligo  susceptibility  loci  on 
chromosomes 7 (AIS2) and 8 (AIS3), confirmation of  SLEV1  on chromosome 17, and their 
roles in an autoimmune diathesis. Am J Hum Genet 2004: 74: 188-191. 
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Chen J-J, Huang W, Gui J-P, Yang S, Zhou F-S, Xiong Q-G, Wu H-B, Cui Y, Gao M, Li W, 
Li J-X, Yan K-L, Yuan W-T, Xu S-J, Liu J-J, Zhang X-J. A novel linkage to generalized 
vitiligo on 4q13-q21 identified in a genomewide linkage analysis of Chinese families. Am J 
Hum Genet 2005: 76: 1057-1065.

These  papers  describe  the  use  of  genome-wide  genetic  linkage  analysis  to  localize  vitiligo 
susceptibility genes, rather than focusing on specific biological candidate genes. Genetic linkage 
analysis  offers the possibility of detecting novel, previously unsuspected candidate genes, but is 
limited to studying familial cases and principally detects genes that exert relatively large effects, 
which may be of limited relevance to sporadic cases. Nath et al. (2001) describe mapping of a 
susceptibility  gene  for  systemic  lupus  erythematosus,  called  SLEV1,  to  chromosome  17p, 
specifically in lupus families that also manifested vitiligo. Alkhateeb et al. (2002) describe a single, 
large family with atypical, autosomal dominant generalized vitiligo and other autoimmune diseases, 
in which the authors mapped  AIS1, a gene on chromosome 1p31; Alkhateeb et al. (2005) further 
suggest  FOXD3 as a candidate for AIS1 based on positional cloning. Fain et al. (2003) describe 
analysis of 71 Caucasian generalized vitiligo families, detecting linkage signals on chromosomes 
1,7,8,11,19, and 22. Spritz et al. (2004) extend this analysis to 102 families, solidifying the linkages 
on chromosomes 1p (AIS1), 7 (AIS2), 8 (AIS3), and confirming SLEV1 on 17p. Additional potential 
linkage signals were detected on chromosomes 13, 19, and 22. AIS1, AIS2, and SLEV1 appeared to 
be specific to families segregating other autoimmune diseases, and thus might predispose to the 
vitiligo-associated autoimmune diathesis,  while  AIS2 might  be more relevant to vitiligo  per se. 
Chen  et  al.  (2005)  describe  analogous  genome-wide  linkage  analysis  of  57  Chinese  families, 
detecting possible linkage signals on chromosomes 1p, 4q, 6p, 6q, 14q, and 22q. Targeted locus-
specific follow-up analysis of another 49 families confirmed linkage to 4q13-q21 and 6p21-p22, the 
latter of which includes the MHC. The difference in linkage signals detected in Caucasian versus 
Chinese families suggests that different genes may be involved in the pathogenesis of generalized 
vitiligo in different ethnic populations.

Genetic Association Studies

Casp C B, She J X, McCormack W T. Genetic association of the  catalase gene (CAT) with 
vitiligo susceptibility. Pigment Cell Res 2002: 15: 62-66. 

Casp C B, She J X, McCormack W T. Genes of the LMP/TAP cluster are associated with the 
human autoimmune disease vitiligo. Genes Immun 2003: 4: 492-499. 

Fain P R, Babu S R, Bennett D C, Spritz R A. HLA class II haplotype DRB1*04-DQB1*0301 
contributes to risk of familial generalized vitiligo and early disease onset.  Pigment Cell Res 
2005: 19: 51-57.

Genetic association analyses historically study “candidate genes” selected on the basis of biological 
plausibility  for  involvement  in  disease,  although  genome-wide  genetic  association  studies  may 
become possible in the near future. Association studies are appealing in that they can be applied to 
sporadic cases, which represent the majority, and can detect genes that exert relatively weak effects 
but that may be of considerable epidemiological importance. The overwhelming majority of genetic 
association studies utilize the “case-control” study design, comparing allele frequencies in cases 
versus  controls.  Although  deceptively  simple,  the  case-control  study  design  has  now  been 
discredited,  principally  due  to  the  extremely  high  rate  (>97%)  of  false-positive  “discoveries” 
resulting from occult population stratification (negative results are probably more reliable). The 
need for  multiple-testing correction may also substantially  limit  statistical  power.  Most  genetic 
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association studies of vitiligo have used the case-control design, and thus have led to bewilderingly 
conflicting reports of association (or lack thereof) between vitiligo and alleles of various loci in the 
MHC, CTLA4, PTPN22, CAT, ACE, ESR1, GCH1, COMT, TNFA, and other genes. While different 
populations may in fact segregate different susceptibility alleles and thus yield different results in 
allelic association studies of the same gene or variant, and while some of the reported “associations” 
are biologically plausible, all must be viewed as suggestive at best.  Nevertheless, reliable allelic 
association  results  can  be  obtained  by  use  of  so-called  “family-based”  association  methods, 
invented to obviate the problems of the case-control study design. The three studies listed here 
utilized  both family-based and case-control  methods,  and thus meet  modern statistical  genetics 
standards.  Casp  et  al.  (2002)  addressed  the  role  of  catalase  in  the  pathogenesis  of  vitiligo,  a 
somewhat  controversial  topic,  by  analysis  of  polymorphisms  in  the  CAT gene.  Statistical 
significance for “association” was marginal, and cannot be given great credence in the light of two 
recent  follow-up  case-control  studies  that  show  no  significant  association  after  correction  for 
multiple-testing. Of greater interest are the other two studies. Casp et al. (2003) report association of 
vitiligo with the linked TAP1,  LMP2, and LMP7 genes located in the class II region of the MHC. 
Fain et al. (2005) describe association of the HLA class II haplotype DRB1*04-DQB1*0301 with 
generalized vitiligo and early disease onset in multiplex families. Together, these two studies are 
consistent with at least some of the many previous case-control allelic association studies of vitiligo 
and MHC loci, although as noted these cannot be considered definitive, and with the involvement of 
MHC class II genes in many other autoimmune diseases. Furthermore, these studies are in principle 
consistent  with the  reported linkage of generalized vitiligo  in Chinese families  to  chromosome 
6p21-p22, which includes the MHC, although the lack of apparent MHC-linkage in Caucasians 
suggests that the MHC may exert a weaker pathogenic effect in Caucasians than in Chinese.
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